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The motivation for developing of intense THz source at KEK LUCX is coming
from the growing interest to THz radiation from various scientific communities
worldwide. High gradient photo-cathode RF gun and few tens of femtosecond
(Ti:Sa) laser system are now routinely used to generate a pre-bunched electron
beam of a few hundred femtoseconds. Also, a new Yb-dopped fiber based laser
system with enhanced tunability and stability is under development. We are
investigating the production and properties of the intense radiation beams in the
range of 0.1-0.6 THz based on Grating Diffraction Radiation (GDR) and Smith-
Purcell radiation. These types of EM radiation are generated when a charged
particle moves in the vicinity of a periodical pattern or grating. The grating type
and period can be chosen to make quasi-monochromatic radiation spectrum. In
this reports the status of the KEK LUCX facility and its RF gun laser system
upgrade will be presented. Also, consequent enhancements to radiation studies
will be discussed.
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